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Mexico Saves Millions of Monarch Butterflies by Stopping Logging in its 
Tracks 
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/mexico-saves-millions-monarch-butterflies-stopping-logging-tracks/#.WaW9J6QC1l0.mailto 

 
In 2013, conservationists voiced their concern over disappearing 
monarch butterfly populations in Mexico. Several years later, 
however, the government has ensured that the insects are flourishing, 
thanks to their crack down on illegal logging. 

According to the Mexican office of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), 
the country’s newest environmental police force has curbed the logging of 
forests in which they were deployed by 94%. Only 1.5 acres of the core 
butterfly conservation zone were lost due to illegal logging. 

 
The police initiative, which currently employs over 1,000 officers, was created by Conanp, the Natural 

Protected Areas Commission, and the environmental police, according to Mexico News Daily. 
 
One of the most important protected zones in the program is the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve: a 
region comprised of roughly 140,000 acres (56,000 hectares) of butterfly habitat in Michoacán, Mexico. The 
region has been named a UNESCO world heritage site in light of the breathtaking amounts of monarchs that 
flood the area every winter. 

Due to the success of the protection program, members of the environmental police have been deployed to 
60 different forests and protected areas in total. 

 
FLOWERING PLANTS FOR THE FALL GARDEN By Ray Rogers 
HTTPS://WWW.GARDENDESIGN.COM/FLOWERS/AUTUMN-BLOOMERS.HTML 
 
From the cheerful willow-leaved sunflower to the striking toad lily, we have 10 garden show-stoppers who may be late, 

but are definitely worth the wait. By Ray Rogers 

Although it’s tempting and probably easier to design gardens that 

present one big, colorful scene in spring and early summer, let’s 

not forget the later acts of the gardening season. Even if high 

summer is a challenge to get through physically and horticulturally, 

late summer and much of fall can awaken our interest and provide 

plenty of enjoyment before the curtain falls for winter. 

Two groups of plants can play significant roles: herbaceous 

perennials that wait quietly in the wings before giving late but stellar 

performances, and bulbs that seem to appear out of nowhere for 

their brief but memorable cameo roles. These eventual extroverts merit consideration for your own garden drama. 



Appeal: These plants provide extended interest in the garden, and their sometimes sudden appearance can seem 

almost magical. 

Zones: See the individual descriptions for hardiness zones. 

Exposure: These plants grow well in full sun to part shade, except gentian and tricyrtis, which require protection 

from strong, hot sun. 

Soil: The bulbs (amaryllis, sternbergia and crocus) do best in well-drained soil that retains some moisture when the 

plants are actively growing. Although difficult to work, stony sites will discourage digging and depredation by hungry 

rodents. The perennials shown here thrive in fertile, moist but well-drained organic soil. See the descriptions for 

special needs. 

Care: When tending late bloomers remember their location when “off stage,” especially the bulbs. Mark their sites 

with labels or other indicators, or grow a gently spreading ground cover or shallow-rooted annual in the same 

location. 
  

1. Solidago rugosa ‘Fireworks’ 
‘Fireworks’ goldenrod is tough but graceful and more 

compact than the species (3 to 4 feet tall), creating a 

fountain of 

golden flowers 

on arching 

stems. Zones 

4-9.  

 
  

2. Gentiana ‘Zauberglocke’ 
Low, foot-wide mats of short, grassy leaves produce 

a mass of 2-inch, 

electric- blue bells. 

Gentain is 

happiest in a well-

drained, neutral to 

acidic soil. Try 

it in shallow pots or a rock garden. Zones 5-7.  

 
  

3. Helianthus 
salicifolius (willow-leaved 
sunflower) 
Tall (to 8 feet!) and dynamic, with narrow leaves and 

exubera

nt 

sprays 

of 2-

inch, 

golden 

flowers. 

Tolerant 

of both dry conditions and wet soil. Ripening seeds 

attract birds. Zones 5-9. 

 
  

 
4. Amaryllis 
belladonna (belladonna lily) 
Bulb with fragrant pink flowers that appear in late 

summer on leafless 18- to 24-inch stems that seem to 

jump out of the ground. Leaves emerge in spring and 



die back in the heat of 

summer. Needs a site 

that is warm and dry in 

late summer. Zones 8-

10. 

 

 
  

5. Tricyrtis formosanum (toad 
lily) 
Clump-

forming, 

gently 

zigzagging, 2-

foot stems 

bear their 

distinctive, amethyst-freckled, pale pink flowers in 

shady locations. Glossy foliage adds textural interest 

all season. Zones 5-9.  

 

6. Lobelia x 
speciosa ‘Kompliment Blau’ 
(lobelia) 
Dark green, basal-leaf rosettes send up 2- to 3-foot 

spikes of 

intensely blue 

flowers in 

midsummer to 

early fall. 

Stunning when 

contrasted with 

its brilliant red cousin Lobelia cardinalis. Zones 5-8. 

 

 

 
 
 
7. Anemone 
hupehensis var. Japonica‘Bress
ingham Glow’ Japanese 
anemone 
Lusty, loose mounds of big, coarse leaves offer a 

background for wind-animated clusters of silky-

sheened pink 

blooms on stems 

to 4 feet tall. 

Spreads 

moderately when 

happy and 

requires little care. Blooms more heavily and over a 

longer period than older selections. Zones 5-8.  

 

  

8. Sternbergia alata (fall daffodil) 
 
Diminutive (rarely to 6 inches tall) but assertive elfin 

bulb with golden flowers that pop out of the ground in 

fall. Foliage remains through winter and disappears in 

spring. Tolerant of shade. Plant in early summer in 

large groups for greatest impact. Zones 6-9. 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



9. Aconitum 
napellus 
Monk’s hood has 

dark green, glossy 

leaves and 2-inch, 

blue-violet flowers 

reminiscent of 

delphiniums but it is usually much easier to grow. To 

5 feet in bloom unless stunted by dry soil. Often the 

earliest of the late bloomers to flower. Zones 4-8. 

  

 
10. Crocus speciosus (showy 
fall 
crocus)  
This small bulb 

(actually a corm) 

barely 

reaches 6 

inches high, but the color carries across the garden. 

The easiest of the late-blooming crocus to 

perennialize, it multiplies readily. Plant in variously 

sized groups for a more natural look. Zones 4-8. 

Read about how saffron is harvested from the dried 

stigmas of a crocus flower. 

 
Gardening Quotes: 
The hum of bees is the voice of the garden. 

~Elizabeth Lawrence 
 

A garden is always a series of losses set 
against a few triumphs, like life itself. ~May 

Sarton 

 

CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A GARDENER 

WWW.HOMEGARDENCOMPANION.COM/CHARACTERI
STICS-OF-A-GARDENER/ 

We aren’t born gardeners, though many of us 
are born into a gardening tradition. I was 
thinking over some of the lessons of a garden, 
and realized if one pursues growing things as an 
avocation or a career there are certain qualities 
developed over time.While no guarantee that a 
person will apply them in all aspects of life, the 
repetition of the lectures of nature make the 
lessons clear. Anyone diligent as a gardener will 
tend to develop some 
recognizable characteristics. 

A SENSE OF TIME TUNED TO NATURE 

What is it that divides the punctual from the 
tardy? I have belonged in the latter group all my 
life, though I have struggled mightily to 
conform myself to schedules, appointments and 
all the paraphernalia of the dutiful. Yet it is I, 
not my punctual husband, that understands the 
truth in “make hay while the sun shines”. 

Gardeners come to understand the times, the 
seasons of sowing and reaping, “a time to plant, 
and a time to pluck up that which is planted”, 
and how fleeting the opportunities may be for 
many things in life.  In our scheduled, sanitized, 
climatized, and otherwise engineered lives that 
bend, block, or bulldoze nature, there is a 
forgetfulness of this sense of timing that is 
rooted in natural processes. Gardeners become 
aware, and attuned to it by default. 

PATIENCE 

Not all gardeners are patient people, and in 
some situations might be more impatient than 
some, but along the way… from when that child 
first digs up a seed to “see if it’s grown yet” to 



when the old gardener plants a tree he will 
never see reach its maturity… there is a steady 
acquisition of this character quality. 

Some of natures schooling in patience is gentle. 
Waiting through long winters, understanding 
germination rates and conditions, looking for 
harvest after a season of weeding, watering, and 
feeding.Other lessons are hard and bitter, but 
the gardener lives through them to plant 
another day, another season, and learns a little 
more of patience and its rewards. 

CURIOSITY AND EXPECTATION 

People who plant things expect an outcome, 
although they don’t always know what that will 
be and sometimes receive something very 
different than they had in mind! 

If you garden you find yourself intrigued by 
some of the challenges, and looking at nature 
up close piques curiosity. This can lead to all 
sorts of detours of research and learning, 
experimenting and observation. The 
expectation of a garden always seems to 
engender hope, as well. I think gardeners will 
tend, on the whole, to be hopeful people. 
Usually there is enough of a reward to keep 
one looking forward, rather than mired in 
regret of past seasons. 

GENEROSITY 

Perhaps the abundance of nature encourages 
it, but those who garden are often a generous 
lot. Just ask anyone who lives near a 
vegetable gardener who grows a large harvest 
of zucchini! An age-old tradition among 
gardeners is that of the “pass-along-plants”. 
Sharing beloved or particularly vigorous 
growing plants with neighbors and friends, 
whole gardens may be made of such 
generosity. The regenerative powers of plants 
create the need to give away the excess. 

We lift and divide, we gather up seed, we 
propagate and generate more plants than we 
know what to do with, and the result is… to 
pass-along some of the riches of nature. The 
result of generosity, whether by such accident 
or on purpose is to experience the joy in 
giving. One gains an appreciation of giving 
for the sake of enriching others or the 
enjoying the resulting smiles.  Generosity is 
often the byproduct of growing things. 

Garlic 
http://www.burpee.com/gardenadvicecenter/vegetables/garlic/
garlic/article10268.html 

Fall planting: 
Plant cloves in mid-
autumn in a sunny 
location with rich, well-
drained soil. Set cloves 
root side down 4-6" apart in rows 1-1/2 to 2' apart, 
and cover with 1-2" of fine soil. In the North, put 
down 6" of mulch for winter protection. Garlic may 
begin growth late in fall or early in spring. 

GARLIC HARVESTING AND STORAGE: 
You will harvest the garlic when most of the 
leaves have turned brown. This usually occurs in 
mid-July to early August, depending on your 
climate. At this time you may dig the bulbs up, 
being careful not to bruise them. If the bulbs are 
left in the ground too long, they may separate and 
will not store well.  
 
Lay the garlic plants out to dry for 2 or 3 weeks in 
a shady area with good air circulation. Be sure to 
bring the garlic plants in if rain is forecasted for 
your area. When the roots feel brittle and dry, rub 
them off, along with any loose dirt. Do not get the 
bulbs wet or break them apart, or the plants won't 
last as long. 
 
Either tie the garlic in bunches, braid the leaves, 
or cut the stem a few inches above the bulb. 
Hang the braids and bunches or store the loose 
bulbs on screens or slatted shelves in a cool, airy 
location. You may want to set aside some of the 
largest bulbs for replanting in the fall.  

During the winter months you should check your 
stored garlic bulbs often, and promptly use any 
that show signs of sprouting.  


